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Abstract

Selected Earth targets are commonly used for satellite sensor calibration assessments (e.g. sensor stability and inter-comparisons).

Moreover, typical scenes used for the calibration assessment of the thermal emissive bands (TEBs) include Dome Concordia

(Dome-C), ocean, desert, and deep convective clouds (DCC). Reference data used for these calibration assessments can come

from another band, another instrument, or ground measurements. The Dome-C site, covered with uniformly-distributed perma-

nent snow, is normally used for the assessment of the TEBs at cold temperatures. Furthermore, ocean and desert measurements

prove useful for scenes with higher temperatures. The DCC, one of the most consistent and coldest targets, can be used for

the TEBs calibration and product stability assessments. MODIS band 31 (˜ 11 mm) can be used as a reference for these

scenes. However, measurements over these scenes have seasonal variations, and the DCC brightness temperatures (BTs) have

asymmetrical distributions. These features can introduce additional uncertainty to the stability assessments. A normalization

method is applied by using an empirical model to derive reference-dependent BTs. Using the developed empirical model,

measurements can be normalized to a reference BT in order to enhance the calibration assessment’s accuracy. This method

is evaluated using all four scene types (i.e. ocean, desert, snow (Dome-C), and DCC) and applied to all the Terra and Aqua

MODIS TEBs. Stability assessments over the instruments’ entire data records are presented and discussed. The technique can

be applied in future efforts to support MODIS TEBs calibration assessments.
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Key points: 10 
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using Earth measurements. 12 
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ocean, and the desert.  14 

 MODIS TEBs long-term stability assessments are presented and discussed. 15 
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 17 

Abstract 18 

Selected Earth targets are commonly used for satellite sensor calibration assessments 19 

(e.g. sensor stability and inter-comparisons). Moreover, typical scenes used for the calibration 20 

assessment of the thermal emissive bands (TEBs) include Dome Concordia (Dome-C), ocean, 21 

desert, and deep convective clouds (DCC). Reference data used for these calibration 22 

assessments can come from another band, another instrument, or ground measurements. The 23 

Dome-C site, covered with uniformly-distributed permanent snow, is normally used for the 24 

assessment of the TEBs at cold temperatures. Furthermore, ocean and desert measurements 25 

prove useful for scenes with higher temperatures. The DCC, one of the most consistent and 26 

coldest targets, can be used for the TEBs calibration and product stability assessments. 27 

MODIS band 31 (~ 11 m) can be used as a reference for these scenes. However, 28 

measurements over these scenes have seasonal variations, and the DCC brightness 29 

temperatures (BTs) have asymmetrical distributions. These features can introduce additional 30 

uncertainty to the stability assessments. A normalization method is applied by using an 31 

empirical model to derive reference-dependent BTs. Using the developed empirical model, 32 

measurements can be normalized to a reference BT in order to enhance the calibration 33 

assessment’s accuracy. This method is evaluated using all four scene types (i.e. ocean, desert, 34 

snow (Dome-C), and DCC) and applied to all the Terra and Aqua MODIS TEBs. Stability 35 

assessments over the instruments’ entire data records are presented and discussed. The 36 

technique can be applied in future efforts to support MODIS TEBs calibration assessments.   37 

 38 

1 Introduction 39 

The Terra and Aqua Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) 40 

sensors have been on-orbit for more than 20 and 18 years, respectively, and have provided 41 

continuous global observations for science research and applications. On-orbit calibration 42 

updates are important to track instrument response changes and maintain data product 43 

quality. MODIS has 36 spectral bands, among which bands 20 to 25 and 27 to 36 are the 44 

thermal emissive bands (TEBs) with a wavelength range from 3.8 μm to 14.2 μm. The 45 

MODIS TEBs radiometric calibration uses a quadratic function for instrument response, and 46 

the calibration coefficients look-up tables (LUTs) are updated using its on-board blackbody’s 47 

(BB) response [Xiong et al., 2009; Xiong et al., 2015].  On-board BB warm-up and cool-48 
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down (WUCD) events, where the BB temperature ranges from instrument temperature 49 

(around 270 K) to 315 K, are performed quarterly. The derived nonlinear response coefficient 50 

has a relatively large uncertainty. Moreover, electronic cross-talk affects instrument 51 

calibration and Earth view (EV) radiance retrievals for both MODIS instruments. Starting 52 

Collection 6.1 (C6.1), the electronic cross-talk between the Terra MODIS photo-voltaic (PV) 53 

long-wave infrared (LWIR) TEBs is corrected using coefficients derived from monthly lunar 54 

observations [Xiong et al., 2020; Wilson et al., 2017]. Earth scene observations have provided 55 

useful information for calibration assessments, including inter-sensor comparisons and 56 

assessments using ocean, desert, Antarctic Dome Concordia (Dome-C), and deep convective 57 

clouds (DCC) measurements [Xiong et al., 2009; Wenny et al., 2007; Chang et al., 2018; 58 

Chang et al., 2019; Chang et al., 2020; Shrestha et al., 2018; Diaz et al., 2019]. A notable 59 

feature of the DCC observations is that the probability density function (PDF) of the 11-μm 60 

(MODIS band 31) brightness temperatures (BTs), as well as other TEB BTs, over certain 61 

periods of time. Their PDFs are neither Gaussian nor symmetrical and can have effect for the 62 

calibration assessment. However, these asymmetrical BT distributions are drastically reduced 63 

after normalization, thus improving the statistical analysis’ accuracy. This helps the 64 

calibration assessments over cold scenes (e.g. Dome-C and DCC) for BT stability and mirror 65 

side bias. The calibration assessment over low BT scene can lead to corrections of the offset 66 

calibration term. Both the Terra MODIS safe mode (February 2016) and Aqua MODIS 67 

formatter reset (January 2018) events had impacts on the instruments’ responses and the 68 

mirror side difference. Selected Earth scenes have been used for the impact assessments. 69 

This study focuses on the MODIS TEBs calibration assessment using certain Earth scenes or 70 

sites. Stability and consistency are evaluated over the entire MODIS instruments’ missions. 71 

Common artifacts when using Earth scene measurements are seasonal variations and scene-72 

associated non-uniformity. Previous studies have shown that normalizing the data to 73 

reference measurements can partially remove these variations [Xiong et al., 2009; Wenny et 74 

al., 2007; Shrestha et al., 2018; Diaz et al., 2019]. This work expands the use of reference 75 

measurements to further enhance the calibration assessment’s accuracy over various scene 76 

types. The technique used in this work combines the empirical modeling of the relationship 77 

between a band and reference temperature measurements to normalize the data. Moreover, a 78 

scene’s BT dependency can be used to estimate the calibration coefficients correction based 79 

on analytical modeling. In this paper, a normalization method is applied to ocean, desert, 80 

Dome-C, and DCC measurements prior to the MODIS TEBs calibration assessment. 81 

Reference measurements come from band 31 and ground measurements for some sites. 82 

Section 2 presents the TEBs calibration assessment modeling background and Earth scene 83 

measurements used. Section 3 describes the normalization and BT dependency technique 84 

methodology. Section 4 presents the stability and consistency assessments for both MODIS 85 

instruments and all TEBs using Dome-C, ocean, and desert measurements. Additionally, the 86 

MODIS TEBs calibration assessment results using DCC from our previous work are included 87 

for comparisons.  88 

 89 

2 Background 90 

2.1 MODIS TEB calibration 91 

The MODIS TEBs include mid-wave infrared (MWIR) bands 20-25 and LWIR bands 92 

27-36. Bands 20-30 consist of ten PV detectors per band, while bands 31-36 consist of ten 93 

photo-conductive (PC) detectors per band. All TEB detectors are located on two cold focal 94 

plane assemblies (CFPAs): a short-wave and mid-wave infrared (SMWIR) FPA and a LWIR 95 

FPA, which are nominally controlled on-orbit at 83 K. The on-board BB serves as the 96 

primary calibration source, while the space view (SV) provides a reference for the instrument 97 



 

 
 

 

 

 

background. The MODIS TEBs calibration uses a quadratic algorithm on a scan-by-scan 98 

basis for each TEB detector and each side of the scan mirror. The BB WUCD, with a variant 99 

temperature ranging from instrument ambient temperature (about 270 K) to 315 K, is used to 100 

characterize the instrument nonlinear response coefficients on-orbit. During a nominal 101 

operation, the BB temperature is set to 290 K (285 K since late April 2020) for Terra MODIS 102 

and 285 K for Aqua, and the response function’s linear coefficient is calibrated scan-by-scan, 103 

whereas the nonlinear coefficient and offset are obtained from a LUT
 
[Xiong et al., 2009; 104 

Xiong et al., 2015]. 105 

The TEBs calibration quadratic algorithm converts the digital response of the sensor to 106 

calibration radiance (LCAL). The calibration radiance from the BB is adjusted for instrument 107 

self-emission due to response versus scan angle (RVS) effects,  108 

              109 

  𝐿𝐶𝐴𝐿 = 𝑅𝑉𝑆𝐵𝐵𝜀𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝐵 + (𝑅𝑉𝑆𝑆𝑉 − 𝑅𝑉𝑆𝐵𝐵)𝐿𝑆𝑀 + 𝑅𝑉𝑆𝐵𝐵(1 − 𝜀𝐵𝐵)𝜀𝑐𝑎𝑣𝐿𝑐𝑎𝑣  ,    (1) 110 

 111 

where ε is the emissivity of BB and cavity. The radiance from BB, scan mirror, and cavity are 112 

denoted as 𝐿𝐵𝐵, 𝐿𝑆𝑀 ,   and 𝐿𝑐𝑎𝑣, respectively. A quadratic function, 𝐿𝐶𝐴𝐿 = 𝑎0 + 𝑏1𝑑𝑛𝐵𝐵 +113 

𝑎2𝑑𝑛𝐵𝐵
2 , is used for the calibration of the instrument response with the offset term 𝑎0, the 114 

quadratic term 𝑎2,  and the digital response of the BB given in digital counts (𝑑𝑛𝐵𝐵). The 115 

linear coefficient for Earth radiance retrievals can be expressed as:  116 

 117 

𝑏1 = [𝑅𝑉𝑆𝐵𝐵𝜀𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐵𝐵  + (𝑅𝑉𝑆𝑆𝑉 − 𝑅𝑉𝑆𝐵𝐵)𝐿𝑆𝑀   + 𝑅𝑉𝑆𝐵𝐵(1 − 𝜀𝐵𝐵)𝜀𝑐𝑎𝑣𝐿𝐶𝐴𝑉 − 𝑎0 − 𝑎2𝑑𝑛𝐵𝐵
2 ]/𝑑𝑛𝐵𝐵118 

             (2) 119 

 120 

From this equation, the calibration uncertainty impact on the Level 1B (L1B) product can be 121 

modeled. The major calibration errors include: uncertainties in the nonlinear coefficient 122 

∆𝑎2and offset ∆𝑎0terms, BB emissivity uncertainty ∆𝜀𝐵𝐵, and BB temperature measurement 123 

biases ∆𝑇𝐵𝐵. Random noise effects, such as noise in the digital output, are not included. 124 

These uncertainties propagate to the linear coefficient b1 and, with the first order effect, its 125 

uncertainty can be derived as [Chang et al., 2019]
 
: 126 

 
127 

∆𝑏1

𝑏1
= ∆𝜀𝐵𝐵

𝑒𝑓𝑓
−

∆𝑎0

𝐿𝐵𝐵
−

𝐿𝐵𝐵

𝑏1
2 ∆𝑎2 ,                                                                                              (3) 128 

where ∆𝜀𝐵𝐵
𝑒𝑓𝑓

= ∆𝜀𝐵𝐵 + [
𝑑𝐿(𝑇)

𝑑𝑇
]

𝑇=𝑇𝐵𝐵

 for simplification. The EV radiance retrieval uses: 129 

 130 

𝐿𝐸𝑉 =
1

𝑅𝑉𝑆𝐸𝑉
[𝑎0 + 𝑏1𝑑𝑛𝐸𝑉 + 𝑎2𝑑𝑛𝐸𝑉

2 −(𝑅𝑉𝑆𝑆𝑉 − 𝑅𝑉𝑆𝐸𝑉)𝐿𝑆𝑀].               (4) 131 

 132 

Hence, the impact on the EV retrieval equation with the first order error propagation 133 

becomes: 134 

 135 

      
∆𝐿𝐸𝑉

𝐿𝐸𝑉
= ∆𝜀𝐵𝐵

𝑒𝑓𝑓
+ (𝐿𝐵𝐵 − 𝐿𝐸𝑉) (

∆𝑎0

𝐿𝐸𝑉𝐿𝐵𝐵

−
∆𝑎2

𝑏1
2 ).                               (5) 136 

 137 

Because the BB temperature is fixed during nominal operation, the calibration uncertainty 138 

impact is dependent upon the EV BTs. The first term is due to the pre-launch BB emissivity 139 

characterization and on-orbit temperature measurement bias; thus its impact on the relative 140 

EV radiance bias is constant. The nonlinear response uncertainty impacts, the second and 141 



 

 
 

 

 

 

third terms on Eq. 5, have different EV radiance dependencies. These provide practicability 142 

to identify the cause of the bias and support calibration improvements.  143 

 144 

 145 

2.2 Assessment using Earth measurements 146 

Typical scenes used for the TEBs calibration assessment include Dome-C, the ocean, 147 

the desert, and DCC [Xiong et al., 2009; Wenny et al., 2007; Chang et al., 2019; Chang et 148 

al., 2020; Shrestha et al., 2018; Diaz et al., 2019]. The previously mentioned normalization 149 

method is demonstrated using these four EV scene types. Figure 1 shows the geographical 150 

locations for each scene type chosen in this work. The MODIS C6.1 L1B data over the entire 151 

mission are used for the analyses. Dome-C (75.12 S, 123.395 E) is one of the most 152 

homogeneous EV targets, and is commonly used to track the on-orbit calibration of thermal 153 

remote sensing satellite instruments
 
[Xiong et al., 2009; Wenny et al., 2007; Cao et al. 2010; 154 

Blonski et al., (2012); Potts et al., 2013 ]. The site is a high polar plateau region with a mean 155 

elevation of 3200 meters near the Italian-French base of Concordia. Its relative uniformity, 156 

long-term stability, dry atmosphere, low aerosol loading and wind speed, low cloud cover, 157 

and frequent satellite overpasses make it a useful site to track the calibration stability and 158 

consistency of satellite sensors. Due to its location near the Earth’s South Pole, both MODIS 159 

sensors have multiple overpasses per day. For each selected granule in the study, the 160 

radiances of a 20 km x 20 km region-of-interest are retrieved and converted to BT.  161 

The ocean site, located in the North Atlantic Ocean (23.70 N, 41.57 W), and the Libya-4 162 

desert (28.55º N, 23.39 º E) are shown in the top left and right charts in Figure 1, 163 

respectively. Both selected regions are 20 km x 20 km in size. Quasi-DCC measurements, 164 

developed for the assessment of the TEBs in our previous work, are also used to demonstrate 165 

the normalization technique [Chang et al., 2020]. Only nighttime measurements are analyzed 166 

to avoid the solar reflectance impact on MWIR bands. The DCC pixels are identified as those 167 

located over the tropical domain - between latitudes 30° N and 30° S - with BTs lower than 168 

205 K at 11 m (MODIS TEB 31). Spatial homogeneity thresholds are used to characterize 169 

the DCC core. The IR temperature and visible reflectance (0.65-μm; MODIS band 1) 170 

standard deviations were computed over all 3 km x 3 km blocks surrounding each potential 171 

DCC pixel. Afterwards, if the IR temperature standard deviation (STD) was higher than a-1 172 

K threshold, or the reflectance STD larger than 3 %, the potential DCC pixel was discarded 173 

[Doelling et al., 2004; Doelling et al., 2010; Doelling et al., 2013]. However, as presented in 174 

our previous work, using daytime DCC has constraints over the calibration assessment of the 175 

MWIR bands; thus the nighttime quasi-DCC technique is used [Chang et al., 2019; Chang et 176 

al., 2020]. The visible reflectance homogeneity is ignored due to a lack of nighttime 177 

measurements. 178 

 179 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 180 
 181 

Figure 1. The Earth scenes/sites used for the MODIS TEBs calibration assessment performed 182 

in this work. (Dome-C, Ocean, and desert images are from Google Maps) 183 

 184 

 185 

3 Methodology 186 

3.1 Normalization using empirical modeling  187 

In this work, a normalization method is presented for the TEBs calibration assessment 188 

using Earth scenes. Sensor measurements are referenced to those from ground instruments, or 189 

from a well-calibrated band. To further enhance the accuracy and derive the BT-dependent 190 

correlation, the measurements are normalized to the temperatures of reference measurements. 191 

The normalized temperature can be selected as the average of the reference measurements or 192 

a key temperature good for the calibration assessment. Generally, the measurements from any 193 

given band over an Earth scene have correlation with reference measurements. This relation 194 

can be derived using a physical or empirical model. An empirical model is used to describe 195 

the correlation between band and reference measurements. The correlation and normalization 196 

can be combined into one empirical model as follows:  197 

 198 

𝐵𝑇𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙(𝑏) = 𝑓(𝐵𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝐵𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑛𝑜𝑟
).                                        (6) 199 

 200 

The dependency function should be determined from various tests over an Earth scene. In this 201 

case, a quadratic function is used as the empirical model,       202 

 203 

           204 

𝐵𝑇𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙(𝑏) = 𝑐0 + 𝑐1(𝐵𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝐵𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑛𝑜𝑟
) + 𝑐2(𝐵𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝐵𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑛𝑜𝑟

)
2
,             (7) 205 

 206 

where 𝑐0,1,2 are fitting coefficients, 𝐵𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 is the reference measurement, and 𝐵𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑛𝑜𝑟
 is the 207 

normalization temperature of the reference measurements. The fitting coefficients are 208 

determined from the model regression dependency.  The  𝑐0 fitting coefficient is the band’s 209 



 

 
 

 

 

 

normalized Earth scene measurement at the reference BT from the model. Afterwards, the 210 

band measurements can be normalized using: 211 

 212 

𝐵𝑇𝑛𝑜𝑟(𝑏) = 𝐵𝑇(𝑏) − 𝑐1(𝐵𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝐵𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑛𝑜𝑟
) − 𝑐2(𝐵𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝐵𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑛𝑜𝑟

)
2
  .                             (8) 213 

 214 

For equations (7) and (8), it is mathematically equivalent for with reference temperature and 215 

without reference temperature. With the temperature in the equations, the first term is the 216 

band BT corresponding to the reference temperature of the reference band. As described 217 

earlier, this method relies on establishing a relationship between band and reference 218 

measurements over a selected scene. The assessment’s accuracy depends on the correlation 219 

between these measurements. This method may not work for a band with low correlation 220 

with its reference over a certain scene. The goal of the normalization is to improve the 221 

assessment’s accuracy, and to provide calibration assessments at desired signal levels, which 222 

is useful as inputs for the calibration assessment’s modeling.  223 

This normalization method is different from a simple trending technique that uses the 224 

difference between a band and reference band. The method presented in this work normalizes 225 

the band’s measurement to a reference BT of the reference band with an empirical model. 226 

Normally, in order to do this, the band’s BT (e.g. typical temperature over the scene) is 227 

selected, and its corresponding band 31 BT is calculated from the empirical model. 228 

Afterwards, the band 31 BT is used as the reference BT. The technique provides the 229 

advantage of trending the band’s measurements normalized to approximately the same BT 230 

over the whole instrument’s mission.  231 

 232 

 233 

3.2 Cloud filtering and temperature range consideration 234 

Cloud conditions affect scene characterization (e.g. BT range and the correlation 235 

between band and reference measurements). The MODIS cloud mask (CM) product (MOD35 236 

for Terra and MYD35 for Aqua) is used to identify and screen the cloudy pixels. The CM 237 

product provides both a cloud mask determination flag and cloud mask value for each 1-km 238 

pixel. The CM value can range from 0 (cloudy) to 3 (confident clear). The normalization 239 

method benefits from a large number of measurement samples and high correlation between 240 

band and reference measurements over a broad BT range. However, scene type variations and 241 

broader BT ranges may affect these correlations. After numerous cloud screening tests, 242 

Figure 2 shows the measurements used in this work. The CM filtering does not apply to the 243 

qDCC measurements.  244 

The measurement samples with clear sky show high correlation between each band and band 245 

31 for the ocean, desert, and Dome-C scenes. Moreover, measurement sample number and 246 

BT coverage should also be considered in the CM filtering threshold selection. Figure 2 247 

shows the TEB 31 BT histograms for the cloud screened samples with different CM filtering 248 

options. Clear sky measurements dominate the Dome-C and desert sites, while cloudy 249 

retrievals are predominant over the ocean site. As expected, the clear sky samples 250 

predominate Dome-C, and selecting the samples with a CM equal to 3 filters out all 251 

measurements with cloudy effects without significantly reducing the BT range and sample 252 

number. On the other hand, clear sky measurements are limited for the ocean scene. Hence, 253 

selecting measurements with a CM as low as 1 over the ocean scene removes measurements 254 

outside the 200 K to 280 K BT range without significantly impacting the sample number. 255 

Lastly, a CM threshold of 2 or higher over the desert site removes a small amount of samples 256 

within the broad 190 K to 240 K BT range. During the CM threshold selection process, the 257 

normalization method application is also taken into consideration. Section 3.3 presents a 258 



 

 
 

 

 

 

detailed discussion on this subject. Lastly, the qDCC are clouds themselves, and thus no CM 259 

filtering is needed over qDCC. 260 

   261 

 262 

Figure 2. Terra TEB 31 BT measurements distribution over Dome-C, the ocean, and the 263 

desert under different CM thresholds. The blue curves represent all the nighttime 264 

measurements, and the other three curves are CM ranges from 3 to 1, 3 to 2, and 3 only. The 265 

red curves denote the CM-filtered measurements used in this work. 266 

 267 

 268 

3.3 Considerations when using normalization references 269 

There are significant differences between ground measurements and satellite 270 

instrument (e.g. MODIS) retrievals. Firstly, the top-of-atmosphere measurements from 271 

satellite instruments are affected by both the atmosphere and cloud conditions - even for 272 

those bands designed for Earth surface BT retrievals. Secondly, satellite instruments measure 273 

spectral radiance, and then convert to brightness temperature for the corresponding band 274 

spectrum. Hence, the scene emissivity is spectrally-dependent and makes the ground 275 

temperature measurements and satellite instrument BTs different. Lastly, scene uniformity, 276 

seasonal variation, and time difference between measurements have effects on the satellite 277 

instrument retrievals. On the other hand, ground measurements have advantages, such as 278 

accurate ground instrument calibration and SI traceability. 279 

Measurements from other spectral bands from the same instrument can be used as reference 280 

as well. The advantages of using another band as reference include same pixel measurements 281 

over near identical geolocations, simultaneous measurements, similar calibration algorithm, 282 

and sufficient data. The band specifications of an instrument vary with the design and 283 

application accordingly. For example, the MODIS TEB 31 (centered around 11 m and used 284 

primarily for surface and cloud temperature measurements) specification has the stringiest 285 

requirement of all MODIS TEBs (NEdT requirement of 0.05 K at typical BT) [Xiong et al., 286 

2015]. On-orbit performance shows that the calibration uncertainty for this band is well 287 

within the specification. Many MODIS TEBs performance assessments use this band as a 288 



 

 
 

 

 

 

reference. Additionally, for the TEBs performance assessments using DCC, the pixel 289 

identification requires the use of TEB 31 BTs [Doelling et al., 2004; Doelling et al., 2010; 290 

Doelling et al., 2013; Chang et al., 2019; Chang et al., 2020]. This band provides assessment 291 

advantages when using DCC as a reference – as previously proven when applied to the Aqua 292 

MODIS TEBs.  293 

 294 

The fitting uncertainty (and correlation with band 31) is band dependent. Thus, the 295 

correlation and accuracy of the normalization model can be evaluated using the fitting 296 

residual and R
2
 of the fit [Press et. al, 1992].The top chart of Figure 3 shows the STD of the 297 

absolute fitting residuals for the normalization model for the desert measurements and each 298 

band. In order to show the spectral features, the STD is shown as a function of each band’s 299 

center wavelength. Small STD values indicate a good fit, while large STD values denote 300 

scattering in the measurements around the model. The bottom chart shows the fit’s R
2
 values 301 

for the desert scene. Table 1 lists the fit’s R
2
 values for the desert, ocean, and Dome-C scenes 302 

for all the Terra and Aqua MODIS TEBs. An R
2
 value close to 1 means unity, while naught 303 

defines no correlation between the band’s measurements and the reference data. Terra and 304 

Aqua MODIS show consistent results. For the desert site, bands 27 and 28 show poor 305 

correlation with band 31, while the other bands show better correlation. Bands 20-23, 29, 32, 306 

and 33 show high correlation with band 31. Similar assessments were made to evaluate the 307 

correlation between each band’s measurements with the reference band for the other scenes. 308 

The goodness of fit is both scene- and band-dependent. Overall, the desert scene shows the 309 

best correlations between all bands and reference band 31. The ocean scene shows a low 310 

degree of correlation for most bands. However, bands 25, 29, 32, and 33 show relatively large 311 

correlations. Any improvement by using the normalization technique will be limited for the 312 

bands with low R
2
 values over any scene. Nonetheless, this is just one metric that can be used 313 

to evaluate the improvements produced by the normalization method.  314 

 315 

 316 

Figure 3. (Top) Standard deviation of the absolute fitting residuals for the normalization 317 

model for the desert measurements and each band. In order to show the spectral features, the 318 

STD is shown as a function of each band’s center wavelength. (Bottom) Fitting model’s R
2
 319 

over desert measurements for each band with respect to band 31. Samples from the entire 320 



 

 
 

 

 

 

satellite missions are used. Band 31 is not shown in either chart, since it is the reference. Blue 321 

and red define Terra and Aqua, respectively. 322 
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 324 

 325 

Table 1. The fitting model’s R
2
 for each band’s measurements with respect to band 326 

31 over the desert, the ocean, and Dome-C for all the Terra and Aqua MODIS TEBs. 327 
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4 Application to the MODIS TEBs 333 

4.1 Applications 334 

The normalization technique is applied to assess the TEBs using Earth measurements 335 

over Dome-C, the ocean, the desert, and DCC. Among these Earth scenes, DCC are treated 336 

and processed differently, while the technique’s application to the other scene types is similar 337 

after the CM threshold selection. The left panels in Figure 4 show the BTs as a function of  338 

the band 31 BTs, and the empirical model applied to Terra TEBs 22, 29, and 35. The 339 

empirical model presented in Eq. (7) is used to determine the dependency between the 340 

MODIS band BTs using the TEB 31 BTs as reference. The normalization BT is set to the 341 

average of the TEB 31 BTs over the entire Terra mission. The right panel charts show the 342 

PDF of these bands’ BTs, and their PDF after normalization. Band 29 exhibits strong 343 

correlation with band 31, and its PDF after normalization has a narrow Gaussian-shaped 344 

distribution. Band 22 also shows good correlation with band 31, and exhibits significant 345 

distribution improvement; near-Gaussian in shape. On the other hand, band 35 did not show 346 

much improvement. 347 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 348 

 349 

Figure 4. (Left) Terra MODIS mission-long BTs as a function of the MODIS band 31 BTs 350 

(blue) and its empirical model (red) for bands 22, 29, and 35 over Dome-C during nighttime. 351 

(Right) PDF for MODIS BTs (blue) and its PDF after normalization (red) for the selected 352 

bands. 353 

 354 

The motivation for developing the normalization technique is to support the TEBs calibration 355 

assessments. One major advantage is using a fixed BT or narrow BT range to make the 356 

calibration modeling feasible (as presented in Sec. 2.1). Another advantage is to improve the 357 

stability assessments’ accuracy. In this paper, the improvement when using the normalization 358 

is demonstrated using the long-term trending (Sec. 4.2).  359 

Similar analyses were performed over the ocean site for the entire Terra and Aqua MODIS 360 

missions. The band 31 BTs are used as reference. The left panels in Figure 5 show the 361 

dependency between the band and reference measurements for TEBs 22, 29, and 35. The red 362 

lines represent the application of the empirical model (Eq. (7)) using the average band 31 BT 363 

as the normalization BT. As stated in section 3.1, it is mathematically equivalent for the 364 

regression with a reference temperature and without a reference temperature. By using a 365 

reference temperature, the band BT corresponding to the reference temperature of the 366 

reference band is the offset term in the regression. It is also helpful to understand the 367 

normalization method. The right panels show the BT histograms before and after 368 

normalization. Band 29 shows significant improvement after the normalization, while the 369 

improvement for band 22 is limited. Due to a lack of correlation with the reference band, 370 

band 35 shows unnoticeable improvement.  371 
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 373 

Figure 5. (Left) Terra MODIS mission-long BTs as a function of the MODIS band 31 BTs 374 

(blue) and its empirical model (red) for bands 22, 29, and 35 over the ocean site during 375 

nighttime. (Right) PDF for MODIS BTs (blue) and its PDF after normalization (red) for the 376 

selected bands. 377 

 378 

 379 

As shown in Sec. 3.3, the majority of the measurements over desert are clear sky, and thus 380 

these scenes are frequently used for sensor calibration assessments. The left panels in Figure 381 

6 show the dependency between band and reference measurements for TEBs 22, 29, and 35. 382 

The red lines are the application of the empirical model presented in Eq. (7). All three bands 383 

have strong correlation with the TEB 31 reference. The right panels show the BT histograms 384 

before and after normalization. Band 22 shows significant improvement after the 385 

normalization, and its distribution is narrow and Gaussian in shape. The improvement for 386 

TEB 29 is also significant, while TEB 35 shows smaller improvement when compared to 387 

TEBs 22 and 29. 388 
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 392 

Figure 6. (Left) Terra MODIS mission-long BTs as a function of the MODIS TEB 31 393 

BTs (blue) and its empirical model (red) for bands 22, 29, and 35 over the desert site 394 

during nighttime. (Right) PDF for MODIS BTs (blue) and its PDF after normalization 395 

(red) for the selected bands. 396 

 397 

 398 

Due to an enormous number of DCC samples, the normalization process is month-dependent 399 

and the average monthly results are used for the calibration assessments. This is not common 400 

practice for the other Earth scenes (i.e. Dome-C, ocean, and desert). Figure 7 displays the 401 

Aqua MODIS band 31 qDCC BT distribution for January 2019. Band 31 BTs range from 180 402 

K to 205 K, and their distribution reaches its peak around the maximum BT. A broad, cutoff, 403 

and non-centered distribution can cause problems for calibration assessments, especially for 404 

the low DCC BTs. Moreover, the band 31 BT distribution and DCC sample number varies 405 

monthly; causing additional uncertainty to the calibration assessment.   406 

 407 

 408 

Figure 7. Aqua TEB 31 BTs PDF over nighttime qDCC for January 2019. The dashed line 409 

indicates the 205 K BT used for DCC pixel identification. 410 

 411 

The left panels in Figure 8 show the BTs as a function of the band 31 BTs over nighttime 412 

qDCC for January 2019, and the empirical model for the reference dependency for Aqua 413 

MODIS TEBs 22, 29, and 35. Due to the large number of DCC samples, the BTs are binned 414 

every temperature degree. The average binned BT and its standard deviation are plotted.  The 415 

red lines define the empirical model application. The normalization BT is set to a constant 416 



 

 
 

 

 

 

200 K for every month. Bands 29 and 35 show strong correlation with the band 31 417 

measurements. The right panels in the Figure 8 illustrate the bands BTs’ PDF before and after 418 

normalization for January 2019. Band 22 shows significant improvement in its distribution’s 419 

shape after the normalization; near-Gaussian. Due to the strong correlation with band 31, the 420 

PDFs of bands 29 and 35 are asymmetrical in shape. The normalization makes them 421 

symmetrical and narrower.  422 

 423 

  424 

Figure 8. (Left) The BT measurements as a function of the TEB 31 BTs (blue) over 425 

nighttime qDCC for January 2019, and the empirical model for the reference dependency 426 

(red) for Aqua MODIS TEBs 22, 29, and 35. Due to the large number of DCC samples, 427 

the BTs are binned every temperature degree. The average binned BT and its standard 428 

deviation are plotted. (Right) PDF of bands BTs before (blue) and after (red) 429 

normalization. The normalization BT is set to constant 200 K for the band 31 reference.  430 

 431 

 432 

4.2 Stability assessments 433 

The normalization method has been applied to perform stability assessments on the 434 

Terra and Aqua MODIS TEBs over their entire missions. This paper shows some examples 435 

of the analyses and gives a summary table of the stability results. It was found that the 436 

stability is BT dependent for some bands. This paper presents some examples of the Aqua 437 

TEB assessments using qDCC and Dome-C and Terra TEB assessments using the ocean and 438 

desert sites. Bands 22, 29, and 35 are still used to represent all the scenes. The left charts of 439 

Figure 9 show the entire mission BT trending for Aqua bands 22, 29, and 35 over the 440 

nighttime qDCC. The blue symbols define BTs averaged over each month, while the red 441 

symbols represent the bands’ BTs after normalization. The normalization band 31 BT is set to 442 

200 K for every month. The monthly average fluctuations are significantly reduced for all 443 

bands. Before the normalization, the average band 31 BT varies due to the DCC sample 444 

number and monthly distribution variation. This uncertainty propagates to the long-term 445 

stability assessment. Moreover, by fixing the normalization reference BT value for band 31, 446 

the bands’ BTs after normalization can be estimated using the empirical model. Afterwards, 447 

these results can be used as input for the calibration assessment model presented in Sec. 2.1. 448 

The right charts of Figure 9 show Aqua mission BT trends for bands 22, 29, and 35 over 449 

Dome-C during nighttime. Due to the high latitude of Dome-C, there are no night 450 



 

 
 

 

 

 

measurements for some months every year. The blue symbols represent the Dome-C MODIS 451 

BTs, while the red symbols define the MODIS BTs after being normalized using the band 31 452 

BTs as reference.  453 

 454 

 455 

Figure 9. (Left) The entire mission BT trends for Aqua MODIS TEBs 22, 29, and 35 over the 456 

nighttime qDCC.  The blue symbols define BTs averaged over each month, while the red 457 

symbols represent the average BTs after normalization. The normalization band 31 BT is set 458 

to 200 K for every month. (Right) Aqua mission BT trends for TEBs 22, 29, and 35 over 459 

Dome-C during nighttime. The blue symbols represent Dome-C MODIS BTs, while the red 460 

symbols define the MODIS BTs after being normalized using the TEB 31 BTs as reference. 461 

 462 

 463 

The left charts of Figure 10 show the entire mission BT trends for Terra bands 22, 29, and 35 464 

over the ocean during nighttime, while the right charts show the Terra BT trends for the same 465 

bands over the desert site. The blue symbols define BTs averaged over each month, while the 466 

red symbols represent the bands’ BTs after normalization. The normalization band 31 467 

reference BT is set to its average BT. The monthly average fluctuations are reduced for all 468 

bands. However, the improvement is band- and Earth scene-dependent. Both scenes show 469 

significant improvements for bands 29, 32, 33. The desert scene shows large improvements 470 

for all TEBs - except bands 27 and 28. 471 
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 473 
 474 

Figure 10. (Left) Terra mission BT trends for TEBs 22, 29, and 35 over the ocean site 475 

during nighttime. The blue symbols represent the ocean site MODIS BTs, while the red 476 

symbols define the MODIS BTs after being normalized using the TEB 31 BTs as 477 

reference. (Right) Terra mission BT trends for TEBs 22, 29, and 35 over the desert site 478 

during nighttime. The blue symbols represent the desert site MODIS BTs, while the red 479 

symbols define the MODIS BTs after being normalized using the TEB 31 BTs as 480 

reference. 481 

 482 

 483 

As mentioned previously, the advantage of this normalization method is to be able to 484 

perform TEB assessments at a fixed band’s BT for certain scenes corresponding to band 485 

31’s reference BT.  For Dome-C, band 31 has been demonstrated to be quite stable and 486 

was used as reference for the other bands. This is quite useful when applying an analytical 487 

model for calibration corrections. The top chart of Figure 11 displays an example of each 488 

band’s fixed BT, and this BT’s change rate for each instrument’s mission at the desert 489 

site. The horizontal lines denote the reference BT of band 31 and the markers define the 490 

band’s corresponding BT. There is a slight difference between the Terra and Aqua 491 

MODIS TEB BTs over the desert site. However, the relative difference between each 492 

band and band 31 are consistent for both instruments. The bottom chart of Figure 11 493 

shows the mission-long BT change rate for each band. For both Terra and Aqua, bands 494 

20, 22, 23, 32, and 33 have been stable over their missions. Bands 24, 25, 29, and 34-36 495 

all show downward trends, and both the Terra and Aqua MODIS TEBs display consistent 496 

change rates. However, for the PV LWIR bands 27, 28, and 30, Terra and Aqua show 497 

different trends. Both the Terra and Aqua band 30 results show downward trends. 498 

However, the Terra change rate is approximately twice that of Aqua.  499 

 500 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 501 

Figure 11. (Top) BT for each band corresponding to the reference BT of band 31 over 502 

the desert site. The horizontal lines represent the band 31’s BT. (Bottom) The 503 

mission-long BT change rate for each band. The BT and BT change rates are plotted 504 

at each band’s center wavelength. Blue and red define Terra and Aqua MODIS, 505 

respectively. 506 

 507 

 508 

Table 2 summarizes the change rate for all MODIS TEBs and both instruments from the 509 

stability assessment over all four scenes during nighttime. Terra MODIS band 30 shows the 510 

largest change rate, which is consistent with another study [Chang et al. 2019]. The Terra PV 511 

LWIR bands are affected by electronic cross-talk, and its effect is characterized and corrected 512 

using lunar measurements in C6.1 [Wilson et al., 2017]. The downward trend may be 513 

partially due to some uncorrected cross-talk residuals during the cross-talk correction. Aqua 514 

MODIS band 30 also exhibits a slight, downward trend. The cloud-top property and carbon 515 

dioxide bands 34 to 36
 
exhibit approximately the same downward change rate for both the 516 

ocean and desert scenes and both instruments
 
[Baum et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2020]. On the 517 

other hand, the Dome-C and qDCC scenes show different performances. Dome-C displays a 518 

slight, upward trend, while qDCC indicates a stable trend. The atmospheric temperature 519 

bands 24 and 25, and cloud top altitude band 33, exhibit similar performance for both 520 

instruments. As shown in Figure 11, these bands’ BT measurements are all relatively low. All 521 

other TEBs display stable trends (with change rates smaller than 0.040 K/yr; which amounts 522 

to roughly 0.8 K) over the instruments’ entire missions. The stability can be scene- and BT-523 

dependent. Dome-C and qDCC are cold scenes with negligible atmospheric effects, which is 524 

why measurements over these scenes are generally used to assess the offset term in the 525 

calibration equation.  526 

As discussed in other literature [Moeller et al. 2003; Moeller et al. 2014; Liu et al., 2020], 527 

some bands are affected by carbon dioxide (CO2) absorption as the thermal radiation is 528 

transmitted through the atmosphere. The bands with the most CO2 absorption effects are 529 

MODIS LWIR bands 33-36. As the CO2 level increases, its absorption can cause the 530 

measurements from these bands to trend downward. For comparison, the measurements over 531 

DCC have insignificant atmospheric and CO2 absorption effects. Thus, these bands’ 532 

measurements over DCC show quite stable trends over both instruments’ missions. The 533 



 

 
 

 

 

 

nighttime, clear sky Dome-C measurements also have minor atmospheric effects. Hence, the 534 

change rates over Dome-C are close to those from the DCC for these bands. Moreover, both 535 

Terra and Aqua MODIS show consistent change rates for these bands. Therefore, when using 536 

Earth measurements for calibration assessments, climate condition changes, such as CO2 537 

absorption changes, should be considered.   538 

Band 30 shows a downward trend for both Terra and Aqua MODIS over all scene types. It is 539 

also observed that the rate of change in Aqua MODIS band 30 is approximately half of that 540 

of Terra MODIS for the ocean, the desert, and Dome-C. The rate of change from DCC for 541 

Terra MODIS is much larger when compared to the other scene types (3.5 K lower from 542 

mission beginning, whereas 1.2 K and 1.8 K downward drifts are observed for the desert and 543 

ocean scenes). Terra MODIS band 30 undergoes larger electronic cross-talk effects when 544 

compared to the other PV LWIR bands. Cross-talk correction coefficients are derived from 545 

lunar observations, and the correction is applied to the BB calibration and Earth radiance 546 

retrievals.  Sending signals come from bands 27, 28, and 29, and cross-talk effects are scene- 547 

and BT-dependent. Thus, the correction may contain residues for various scenes and BT 548 

measurements. A similar Terra band 30 downward trend has been observed from inter-549 

comparisons and the cause of the trend is under investigation.  550 

 551 

Table 2. Mission-long BT change rates for all Terra and Aqua MODIS TEBs over the 552 

desert, the ocean, Dome-C, and qDCC.  553 

 554 
 555 

 556 

5 Summary 557 

A normalization method is presented for the assessment of the TEBs using Earth 558 

scenes, and the TEB long-term trending results by means of calibration stability assessments 559 

are demonstrated. The technique has been tested over Dome-C, the ocean, the desert, and 560 



 

 
 

 

 

 

qDCC for all MODIS TEBs. Band 31 measurements are used as references for all four 561 

scenes. Results are correlation- (band vs. reference) and scene-dependent. Two main 562 

motivations were used for the normalization methodology development: 1) to enhance the 563 

calibration assessment accuracy by reducing the fluctuations and seasonal variations in the 564 

data and 2) to get the calibration assessments at a desired signal level to be used as inputs for 565 

the calibration assessment modeling and correction. This paper focuses on the normalization 566 

method’s development and application demonstration. The technique will be used in future 567 

work to support MODIS TEBs calibration assessments.  568 

Most Terra and Aqua MODIS TEBs show mission-long stable trends. Terra band 30 shows 569 

the largest downward trend. This issue is under investigation. Aqua band 30 also shows a 570 

downward trend, albeit with a much lower change rate. The bands with the largest CO2 571 

absorption effects show downward trends over the ocean and desert scenes for both Terra and 572 

Aqua MODIS. Furthermore, these CO2 bands’ change rates are consistent for the two 573 

instruments. However, qDCC and Dome-C, the scenes subjected to smaller CO2 absorption 574 

effects, show more stable trends for both instruments. The downward trend of the CO2 bands 575 

may be due to increases in CO2 absorption over the ocean and desert scenes for both 576 

instruments. Therefore, different types of scenes and broad BT ranges should be used for 577 

calibration assessments in order to identify the effects of climate condition changes (e.g CO2 578 

absorption changes).   579 
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